Supporting Air Forces Operations
SkyView AirC4i

Flexible to any operations
Scaleable in deployment
Open to legacy and future systems
Integrated Air Operations Solution: Meeting your current and future missions with SkyView

Maintaining an efficient air sovereignty

In the past decade, Air Forces missions have considerably evolved in nature, volume and intensity.

With political instability and terrorism resurgence, military air operations must continuously adapt to new missions against a wide range of threats: small and low flying aircraft, UAVs, cruise missiles...

Air traffic is considerably increasing while requiring secure and flexible airspace coordination.

Increased connectivity across assets expand the volume of data requires an acceleration of the decision cycle. Flexibility and smart contextual aids are crucial to support users and relieve their stress during intense operations.

Securing your airspace

**National**

Combining a network of Thales Ground Master 400 and/or legacy long range radars, communication infrastructure network and SkyView Command & Control centre, Thales solution guarantees air sovereignty including air policing.

**Regional**

When deployment is required (e.g. anti-trafficking mission) at regional level, the SkyView Command & Control centre, tactical communications and the Ground Master 400 radar fitted into 20ft ISO containers is a perfect operational solution.

**Local**

The All-in-One package composed of Ground Master 200 medium range radar, tactical communications and SkyView Command & Control centre is the ultimate solution for local Critical Infrastructure Protection or High Visibility Events.

**SkyView** is an agile and evolutionary solution providing users with a system tailored to their operational missions.

Key Features

**High quality Recognised Air Picture**

SkyView provides the user with a combat proven multi-sensor data fusion & identification process.

**Optimised operator cognitive load**

SkyView triggers the appropriate response with a high level of automation, Artificial Intelligence based decision aids and intuitive Human Machine Interface.

**Full interoperability for National, Joint and Coalition missions**

SkyView is based on NATO / US Department of Defence and civilian aviation standards. Proprietary links can be provided on customer request.

Supporting the Forces

Thales is committed to servicing the Forces while optimising the SkyView Total Cost of Ownership by mutualizing support and evolutions across a large community of users.

Thales support ranges from

- smooth transition with existing systems
- initial & refresh training
- in-operations support
- security sustainment

to new services such as

- HUMS
- Rent & Support

We enable Governments and Air Forces to master their sovereign airspace Whatever it takes
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